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Talking to Our MP

! Tony Orman and Roger Randall recently 
had a session with Kaikoura National MP Colin 
King. In polite but candid manner, the pair 
made it clear that the recreational fishing public 
were being poorly treated and discriminated 
against by current government policy over both 
blue cod fishing and set net rights.
! Incidentally the commercial catch of blue 
cod in the area, largely the Sounds has 
increased 43 percent. Cod potting commercial 
boats, in increased numbers, have been noted at 
Picton. Basically recreational are being forced to 
release their blue cod, which are then caught by 
commercial.
This is no criticism of commercial fishermen. 
They are fishing perfectly legally. What is very 
imperfect is the system set up by the Ministry of 
Primary Industries (ex MAF) and endorsed by a 
succession of Ministers. The system is at fault.
Basically your Association in discussion with 
him, told previous MPI minister David Carter 
he should:-
•Abolish slot and transit rules.
•Place a 33cm (same as commercial) size limit 
on to protect breeding females Bring in a 3 or 4 
fish bag limit.
•Close fishery for spawning months (once 
identified as to where and when by research) - 
closure to apply to all sectors, recreational, 
customary and commercial. 

It’s Annual 
Meeting Time Again!
! Advertisements have been in the 
papers but in case you missed them, note 
the time and place:-

•7.30 pm 
•13th June 
(Thursday) at 

•St Andrews Church 
Hall, Henry Street 

•near Alfred St corner...
Dr John Leader and Dr Jennifer Bedford 
will give a summary on their research 
relative to blue cod.

New committee members including 
younger ones, are always welcome and 
especially for executive positions.

We particularly need a secretary so anyone 
who is  good at listening and writing  (i.e. 
multi-tasking!) please put your hand up. 
Whether it’s for a position or committee 
don’t be shy and retiring!
We need to get the absurd situations over 
blue cod and set nets sorted out. More on 
that below.
Bring a new member along too!

Each new member 
will get a free 
number plate 
surround for the 
car, 4 WD or boat 
trailer which says 
“I’d Rather be 
Fishing!” Existing 
members a mere $5 to purchase one.
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Winter Snapper
 Don’t neglect winter snapper fishing. Snapper can still be in the Sounds, 
particularly the Pelorus and outer Sounds in deeper water. In winter snapper 
forsake the shallow mud flats and bays and generally stick to deeper water about 
30 metres or deeper.
 Go well down the Pelorus Sound, past the Kenepuru entrance.
 Don’t expect large numbers but they’ll be bigger, quality fish, not quantity. 
This applies equally to kingfish as it does to snapper. Straylining is a good tactic 
for big snapper. Use heavier tackle to match the stronger currents and the baits 
should go up a notch too.
 A heavy trace is needed, at least 40kg and even more. It can be a short 
trace for ease of casting and if it’s a strong current a small ball sinker can be 
added above the bait to help get it down. Rods need to have power in the middle, 
and a bait-feeder reel is ideal so the fish can run a short distance before 
tightening. Line should be at least 10kg.
 Baits should be big such as a whole pilchard. A small kahawai or yellow 
eyed mullet are good. A handy tip - pushing the ball sinker into the hook’s eye 
socket gives you one weight to cast, rather than having the sinker sliding down as 
you cast.
 Have the boat sit straight in the current and wind direction is important, to 
avoid pushing the boat sideways. 
 Berley is vital - take plenty and put it down while you set up for fishing.
 Pick broken ground- kelp, channels and rocks with current. Incoming or 
outgoing tide? Some places fish better on one or the other. A deep reef off a spur 
or a point is preferable to a bay. Current is a key factor,- within reason, the more 
the better. 
 Cast well away from the boat as big fish are wary.
 Spiny dogs will be around but be patient. Tolerate them if you can!
The next bite may be a snapper!

Pen a Letter
 Letters to the editor of "Marlborough Express" or "Blenheim Sun" have 
a big impact on the local MP, Minister and Ministry. MRFA had an opinion 
piece in "The Marlborough Express" on 30 May. How about penning a 
letter to a paper in support?

Remember!
 Annual Meeting, St Andrews Hall, 
Blenheim,
 7.30 pm, Thursday, 13th June.
Bring a friend or new member. Enjoy supper and 
a chat. And let’s have a good offer for the 
committee and positions. Committee meetings 
are held 7 p.m, 2nd Thursday of the month. We 
try to keep them moving and an hour is set aside. 
There’s no committee meeting in January or June 
(AGM) so its just 10 evenings a year for an hour 
or so.
Look forward to seeing you Thursday 13th June!


